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Pursuant to the provisions of Article 132 in connection with Article 128 and 113 of the Rules of 

the Zagreb Stock Exchange, Arena Hospitality Group d.d. with registered seat in Pula, Smareglina 

ulica 3, OIB: 47625429199 (hereinafter: the “Company”) hereby announces that on 26 September 

2019, the Company concluded with Zagrebačka banka d.d., Zagreb, Trg bana Josipa Jelačića 

10, PIN (OIB) 92963223473 (acting as lender, the “Lender”) a refinancing of the Loan Agreement 

dated 20 December 2017 on generally improved terms and entered into a new Loan Agreement 

to partly finance its upcoming investments (hereinafter: the “Transaction”). 

 

The Transaction consists of:  

  
- a refinancing of the outstanding principal under the Loan Agreement dated 20 December 

2017 into an HRK facility in the amount of HRK 205.000.000 and a Euro facility of EUR 
32.000.000. The maturity date of the new facilities remains aligned with the original date 
of the 2017 Loan Agreement and is due 2027. Both facilities are for a fixed interest rate 
at an improved rate compared with the refinanced loan. The HRK denominated loan 
bears a fixed interest rate of 1.95% and the EUR denominated loan bears a fixed interest 
rate of 2.3%; and  

 
- a new Loan Agreement for future investments in the amount of HRK 60.000.000 due 

2027 at a fixed interest rate of 1.90%. 

  

Earlier in the year the Company announced its investment programme for the short and medium 

term which consists of investments into refurbishment and repositioning of assets across its 

existing portfolio, including Arena Kažela Campsite, Verudela Beach Resort, Hotel Brioni, art’otel 

berlin kudamm and others, in the amount that exceeds HRK 500.000.000. The new financing in 

the amount of HRK 60.000.000 will support the Company’s capex programme and is in line with 

its policy to leverage its investments to increase returns while at the same time leaving room for 

new investments and potential M&A activities in the CEE region in the future.   

 



 

The Transaction is a result of the Company’s continued strong operational momentum and a 

well-established long-term relationship with the Lender. 
 
 

Arena Hospitality Group d.d. 
 
 


